FISH HATCHERY ROAD UPDATE
Forward this email to family, friends and co-workers who travel this Fitchburg corridor and encourage them
to sign up for Project email updates!
STAY INFORMED: Fish Hatchery Road Project website and connect through Facebook, Twitter and
YouTube.

Weekly Construction Update: April 27 - May 4
Access is open to area businesses and neighborhoods in the project area. Please continue to
patronize the local businesses
Overall Project Summary: Reconstruct FHR from Traceway Drive to the Beltline
 Stage B (Construct NB lanes, Traffic shifted to existing SB lanes): Lasts into July
 Stage C (Construct SB, Traffic shifted onto new NB lanes): Mid-Summer to Fall
 Stage D (Finish medians, Traffic pushed back to outer permanent lanes): Late Fall, with winter shut
down
 2021 (Construct from McKee Rd to Traceway Drive in similar sequencing)
Recent Milestones
 Completed Stage A (temporary accommodations) and switched traffic to the west side of the road
allowing for the construction of the permanent NB lanes to begin
 Existing NB pavement between Greenway Cross and Post Road has been removed
Traffic Alerts:
 One lane of travel remains available in each direction with a bi-direction left turn lane in the middle to
access local businesses. Stay alert while traveling through our work site!
 A bike detour is set up using the existing trail system for cyclist safety.
 Plan ahead and avoid construction delays by using the signed alternate route available on Hwy 14 and
Hwy 18/151.
 Pedestrians should use the west sidewalk and utilize our orange and white pedestrian barricades to
access the temporary bus stops NB bus stops now located in the existing median.
 Vehicles should use caution when entering and traveling within the two way left turn lane.
Plan Ahead: Two week construction outlook
 Underground utility work will continue between Greenway Cross and Post Road that has the potential
to intermittently impact business access. Prior notification for any extended impact will be provided to
specific businesses at least 48 hours in advance.
 Pavement removals and grading operations will begin north of Greenway Cross.
 Private utilities relocations near Greenway Cross and Traceway will continue through next week
The project field office is located at 2948 North Fish Hatchery Road, Fitchburg, WI. If you plan to stop onsite,
please call ahead of time (608) 347-1355 so we can ensure someone is available to meet.

